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**ABSTRACT** Four full-length and one partial cDNA clones encoding four different A-type cyclins were isolated from a tobacco S-phase-specific library. The corresponding mRNAs displayed sequential appearance and disappearance during the cell cycle of highly synchronized suspension-cultured tobacco cells. Sequence analysis showed that the plant A-type cyclins can be subdivided into three distinct structural groups that are likely to be represented in every plant species. Two of the isolated tobacco cyclins belonging to the same group were highly expressed throughout S and G2 phases but showed different kinetics of induction at the G1/S transition. Another one belonging to a second group was induced at mid-S phase and expressed until mid-M phase. A similar expression pattern was previously reported for a tobacco cyclin belonging to the third group. This sequential expression of multiple A-type cyclins in one type of plant cells makes a clear distinction from the situation in animal cells in which only one A-type cyclin exists in a given species. Furthermore, the expression of the different A-type cyclin genes responded differently upon a block at mid-S phase by DNA synthesis inhibitors. These results suggest that the multiple A-type cyclins act at different steps of the plant cell cycle and, therefore, exert distinct functions. In contrast, the expression of B-type cyclins was restricted to a narrow window corresponding to the M phase.

Our knowledge of the eukaryotic cell cycle has progressed considerably during the last few years, by the finding that protein kinases play a central role in the cell cycle. The activity of the protein kinases depends on the association between a cyclin-dependent serine/threonine kinase (cdk) as the catalytic moiety and a cyclin as a regulatory subunit. The activity of the complexes is further regulated through phosphorylation/dephosphorylation mechanisms and binding to inhibitors (1). In animal cells, distinct ccdks associating sequentially with different cyclins determine the substrate specificity of the complexes and monitor the cell cycle transitions at the G1/S and G2/M major checkpoints (2, 3). These sequential associations result from stage-specific synthesis and degradation of the cyclins while the catalytic subunit is present throughout the cell cycle. The animal cyclins have been subdivided into mitotic (A- and B-type) and G1 (C-, D-, and E-type) cyclins according to sequence homologies and expression patterns. While the G1 cyclins are involved in progression through G1 phase and at the G1/S transition, the mitotic A- and B-type cyclins are essential in progression through G2 phase and at the G2/M transition. In addition, the A-type cyclin has also been shown to play essential functions in DNA replication during S phase (4–6).

It has been recently shown that the basic components of the cell cycle machinery are similar in plants and animals (7). cdk-like cDNAs and genes have been isolated from several mono- and dicotyledonous plants and shown to share about 60% sequence homology with animal cdc2 and cdk2. Using polymerase chain reaction (PCR), reduced-stringency hybridization, or complementation of yeast mutants, cDNAs corresponding to plant mitotic cyclins have also been isolated from several plants (7, 8). More recently isolation of cDNAs corresponding to G1 cyclins (D-type) has been reported from two plant species (9, 10). However, due to the lack of a highly synchronizable plant system, assignment of plant cyclin expression to a particular stage of the cell cycle has only been roughly determined, essentially by using inhibitors arresting the cell cycle at different points or by differential in situ hybridization patterns.

Herein we report the isolation of four full-length and one partial cDNAs corresponding to four different A-type cyclins from the highly synchronizable tobacco BY2 cells. We show that the different A-type cyclins expressed sequentially during S and G2 phases of an unperturbed cell cycle and displayed different responses toward inhibitors of DNA replication, suggesting their different functional implications during cell cycle progression. Moreover, expression of two B-type cyclins appeared to be strictly limited to the M phase.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Cloning of Tobacco Cyclins. PCR fragments corresponding to mitotic cyclins were obtained from cDNA from exponentially growing suspension-cultured tobacco cells by using degenerate primers in the cyclin box corresponding to amino acid sequences M(R/S)AI(L/F)WV(1/M)DW and KYEE(I/L)Y(A/P/S/T)P. A BY2 S-phase-specific cDNA library was constructed from 1 μg of poly(A)+ RNA in the vector AZAPII (Stratagene) and screened with the PCR fragments corresponding to A-type cyclins. DNA inserts were excised according to the protocol from the manufacturer and sequenced by the dideoxynucleotide method (11).

**Synchronization and Analysis of Cyclin Gene Expression.** Synchronization of tobacco BY2 (*Nicotiana tabacum* L. cv. Bright Yellow 2) suspension-cultured cells was achieved by a 24-hr subculture of stationary phase cells (7 days old) in a medium containing aphidicolin (Sigma; 3–6 mg/liter) followed by extensive washes, as described (12). Measurement of DNA synthesis, mitotic index, and isolation of RNA were as in ref. 13. Total RNA (25 μg) was electrophoresed on formaldehyde/agarose gels and transferred to Hybond-N membranes (Amersham). Hybridization was under standard high-stringency conditions (11). Transcript levels were quantified from the blots using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics).

**Abbreviation:** cdk, cyclin-dependent serine/threonine kinase.

Data deposition: The sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in the GenBank data base (accession nos. X92964–X92967 and X93467).
RESULTS

Isolation of Tobacco A-Type Cyclin cDNAs. Five distinct DNA fragments were produced by PCR amplification of tobacco cDNAs from exponentially growing N. tabacum suspension-cultured cells using degenerate oligonucleotides corresponding to conserved motifs within the cyclin box of mitotic cyclins. The deduced amino acid sequences of three of them were found homologous to the cyclin box of A-type cyclins, and the other two to those of B-type cyclins (data not shown). The fragments corresponding to A-type cyclins were used to screen a tobacco BY2 S-phase-specific cDNA library. Each of the three probes identified 7–15 positive clones from about 4 × 10^5 plaques screened, among which several had the same sequence but exhibited variation in length up to 100 nt in their 3′ regions. According to sequence conservation, the cDNA clones could be classified into four families. Each family contained two different cDNA sequences that shared more than 90% sequence identity at the 5′ ends and that might represent allelic variants of the same protein, since N. tabacum is an amphidiploid genome resulting from the combination of the genomes of Nicotiana sylvestris and Nicotiana tomentosiformis. The two cDNAs were later confirmed by Southern blot analysis to originate each from one of the ancestral genomes (data not shown).

cDNAs NtcycA59 and NtcycA105, representing two different families, and NtcycA19 and NtcycA30, two alleles both belonging to the third family were completely sequenced. The cDNAs were, respectively, 1665, 1666, 1907, and 1843 bp long and contained open reading frames (ORFs) encoding proteins of 384, 371, 483, and 482 aa long, respectively. In-frame termination codons were present upstream of the translation initiation codons of all these ORFs. In NtcycA59 cDNA, however, a second methionine codon present 9 aa downstream of the first one was embedded in sequences showing high similarity to the plant start codon consensus sequence (14). Thus, NtcycA59 cDNA may only encode a protein of 374 aa rather than 384 aa. The cDNA insert of NtcycA13, which represents the fourth family, was found to be chimeric and thus the sequence of the cyclin DNA part was only 1072 bp long and encoded 314 aa of the N terminus of the protein.

The amino acid sequences of the five cyclins are presented in Fig. 1. As previously noticed for cyclins of other plants, the cyclin boxes showed segments homologous to both the consensus of animal A and B cyclins. However, analysis of the overall homology level clearly indicated that the cyclins described herein belong to the class II of plant cyclins, which, according to phylogeny, has been proposed as the plant counterpart of the animal A cyclins (15, 16). Sequence homology was high (around 95%) between cyclins NtCycA19 and NtCycA30, the two cyclins originating from the two ancestral genomes. Two A-type cyclin cDNAs have recently been reported from another tobacco line (17), of which one encodes a cyclin (NtCyc27) different from those presented here (Fig. 1). The other cyclin (NtCyc25) shows extensive sequence homology (99%) to NtCycA19, suggesting that they are allelic variants of the same cyclin in the two different tobacco lines and that their differences correspond to the evolution of the N. tabacum genome.

Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences of 20 cyclins belonging to class II so far isolated from plants indicates that they fall into three groups that were named CycA1, CycA2, and CycA3 (Fig. 2; ref. 16). It is interesting to note that representative members of each group were found in tobacco as well as in soybean (18), the two plants from which the highest number of A-type cyclins has been identified. This suggests that each group might be represented in every plant species and, therefore, possibly fulfill distinct functions. The consensus sequence of the destruction box differs from one group to another: relatively loose in A1 (RxxKxNL/InN), moderate in A2 (RAV/ILxDxxN), and highly conserved in A3 (RVLGEL/InN). The position of the destruction box also varies, CycA2

(RAV/ILxDxxN), and highly conserved in A3 (RVLGEL/InN). The position of the destruction box also varies, CycA2
having the longest region upstream of the destruction box (about 20 aa longer than in the other groups) and cycA3 having the shortest region between the destruction box and the cyclin box (60–80 aa shorter). These characteristics suggest specific degradation mechanisms to exist for each group.

The two DNA fragments homologous to B-type cyclins did not cross-hybridize and were found to belong to classes I and III of plant cyclins, the plant counterparts of animal and yeast cyclin B (15).

**Genomic Organization of the A-Type Cyclin Genes.** Both the entire cDNAs and the PCR fragments corresponding to the cyclin box of the tobacco A-type cyclins led to similar results when used as probes in DNA gel blot analyses. Those obtained using the entire cDNAs as probes are shown in Fig. 3. The discrete patterns of hybridization indicate that the cyclins belonging to the three different families are not tandemly arranged in the genome and do not cross-hybridize to each other under standard high-stringency conditions. The hybridization patterns revealed one or two major bands with each cyclin probe. This is in agreement with the fact that two highly homologous cDNAs, each originating from one of the two ancestors of *N. tabacum*, have been cloned for each family of cyclins. In addition to the major bands, some weak hybridization bands were also observed, indicating that additional related genes may exist in the genome.

**Expression Pattern of the Cyclin Genes During the Cell Cycle.** Suspension-cultured tobacco BY2 cells were synchronized by a 24-hr treatment with aphidicolin, an inhibitor of DNA polymerases, as described (12). After release from the aphidicolin block, DNA synthesis, mitotic index, and cyclin mRNA levels were monitored over almost two complete cell cycles (Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4A, a high proportion of cells proceeded through the different phases of the cell cycle in a synchronous manner. As previously shown, the expression of the histone H4 gene used as a marker of S phase was parallel to the DNA synthesis (Fig. 4B; ref. 13). In agreement with the size of the isolated cDNA, a unique hybridization band at about 1.7 kb was detected for cyclin NtcycA59. Surprisingly, two hybridization bands of which only the largest one corresponded to the size of the isolated cDNA were observed when NtcycA19 or NtcycA105 were used as probes. Hybridization bands corresponding to unidentified RNA of smaller size were also previously noticed for some types of cyclins (19). The accumulation patterns of NtcycA59 and NtcycA105 mRNAs were quite similar to that of the histone H4, except that their high steady-state level extended from S phase until the end of G2 phase whereas that of the histone mRNA was restricted to S phase. The NtcycA19 mRNA amount was low after the aphidicolin treatment, began to rise in mid-S phase, peaked in
G₂ phase, and declined at the end of mitosis. When either of the two PCR fragments corresponding to the cyclin box of B-type cyclins were used as probes, mRNAs of about 2 kb long referred to as NtcyB were detected within a rather narrow window of expression coinciding with the mitotic phase. In agreement with previous studies (20), the level of the mRNA encoding the translation elongation factor (EF-1 α) remained relatively constant throughout the cell cycle, thus providing an internal loading control.

To locate more precisely the time points of transcriptional activation at the onset of S phase, the mRNA levels of the A-type cyclins as well as that of the histone gene were quantitatively analyzed during the transition from G₁ to early S phase of the second cell cycle (Fig. 4 C). The induction of NtcyA105 (both the large and short mRNAs) was parallel to both the induction of the histone gene and the onset of DNA synthesis. Interestingly, the induction of NtcyA59 was earlier and somewhat preceded the onset of DNA synthesis. This quantitative analysis also confirmed that NtcyA19 mRNA amount was low in G₁ and early S phases.

Response Pattern of Cyclin Genes to Inhibitors of DNA Replication. To further investigate relationships between cyclin gene expression and DNA replication, mRNA levels of cyclin genes were studied from cells treated with the two DNA synthesis inhibitors, aphidicolin, which was previously used at a moderate dose in the synchronization procedure, and hydroxyurea, which inhibits the synthesis of dNTPs by interfering with the ribonucleotide reductase (21). After a 24-hr treatment of stationary-phase cells subcultured in fresh medium containing whatever inhibitor, NtcyB transcripts were hardly detectable (data not shown), thus confirming that their synthesis occurs later in the cell cycle. The aphidicolin treatment resulted in accumulation of NtcyA59 and NtcyA105 transcripts (Fig. 5) and the amount of these transcripts remained constant regardless of the concentration of aphidicolin used, even that which completely inhibits the DNA synthesis. In contrast, the mRNA amount was reduced in proportion to the DNA synthesis rate upon increasing concentrations of hydroxyurea (Fig. 5). This behavior toward the two inhibitors was identical to that previously reported for histone genes and assumed to result from the arrest of the cell cycle by the two inhibitors at two different points, one (hydroxyurea) blocking before and the other (aphidicolin) blocking after the point of induction of these genes (13). The basal level of NtcyA19 mRNAs was unaffected by the aphidicolin treatment but decreased upon hydroxyurea treatment (Fig. 5). This might indicate a two-step mechanism for the regulation of the NtcyA19 mRNA abundance, one operating at the entry of cells into the cell cycle and providing a basal level of transcripts in cycling cells and the other one operating at mid-S phase and leading to a considerable increase in the amount of transcripts (see Fig. 4B). These two levels of regulation may result from either transcriptional or posttranscriptional mechanisms.

The effect of both inhibitors was also investigated when added at mid-S phase of the synchronized cells. No qualitative differences were observed between the two inhibitors and thus only the results obtained with aphidicolin are presented in Fig. 6. The addition of aphidicolin rapidly and efficiently blocked DNA synthesis. The increase of NtcyA19 mRNA level usually occurring from mid-S phase onward did not occur under these conditions, thus indicating that the signal directing RNA accumulation takes place during the second part of S phase and is dependent on ongoing DNA replication. The decrease of H4 histone mRNA amount usually observed at the end of S phase in the unperturbed cell cycle no longer occurred in aphidicolin-blocked cells. Experiments extending further than that shown in Fig. 6 showed that the drop of NtcyA105 transcripts usually observed at the onset of mitosis in control cells was prevented by the aphidicolin block, like for the histone genes (data not shown). This suggests that the signals that govern the arrest of NtcyA105 and histone mRNA accumulation are impaired by a block of DNA synthesis. Interestingly, the amount of the early expressed cyclin NtcyA59 mRNA was enhanced. Thus, these results suggest the existence of feed-back mechanisms controlling the mRNA abundance of at least some of these cyclin genes.

Fig. 5. Response patterns of tobacco A-type cyclin mRNAs toward an arrest of the cell cycle. Stationary-phase cells were subcultured for 24 hr in presence of the indicated concentrations of aphidicolin or hydroxyurea. The DNA synthesis rate was then determined. Part of the cells were released from an aphidicolin block (5 μg/ml) and collected 1 hr after the release (S phase). RNA (25 μg) gel blots were hybridized with the indicated cDNA probes.
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DISCUSSION

The cyclins described herein fall into the class II of plant cyclins that has been renamed recently class CycA for their close phylogenetic relationship with the animal A-type cyclins (15, 16). From the four full-length and one partial cDNAs characterized (Fig. 1), two of them (NtCycA19 and NtCycA30) represented allelic variants originating from the two ancestors of N. tabacum and encoded highly homologous proteins. The NtCycA19 cDNA was found to be the equivalent in the tobacco BY2 line of the clone NtCyc25 previously isolated from another tobacco line (17). The other cDNAs, NtCycA13, NtCycA59, and NtCycA105 encoded different and novel cyclins. Thus, with another cyclin (NtCyc27) previously characterized in tobacco (17), five distinct A-type cyclins have been found so far in N. tabacum. This number may be even an underestimate of the reality as indicated by additional related genes cross-hybridizing with the cyclin probes on DNA gel blots (Fig. 3). Multiple A-type cyclins have also been identified in other plant species, although less extensively than in tobacco (15, 18, 22, 23). Thus, the presence of multiple A-type cyclins in one single species seems to be a general feature in plants. This is different from animals where only one A-type cyclin exists in a given species.

Phylogenetic analysis indicated that the plant A-type cyclins thus far isolated could be classified into three groups named CyCA1, CyCA2, and CyCA3 (Fig. 2). The destruction boxes are clearly different from one group to another, at both the level of the consensus sequences and their positions relative to the cyclin-box (see Results for details), suggesting that distinct mechanisms of protein degradation may exist for each group. The tobacco cyclins cover all three groups: CyCA1 (NtCyc25 = NtCycA19 = NtCycA30), CyCA2 (NtCyc27), and CyCA3 (NtCycA59, NtCycA105, and NtCycA13). Members of the three groups have also been isolated from glycine max (Fig. 2; ref. 18), thus, suggesting that these three structurally distinct groups might be represented in all the plant species and, consequently, might play different functions.

This suggestion is partially supported by the expression profile of the different cyclins during the cell cycle, as judged from mRNA accumulation. In the CyCA3 group, the genes NtCycA59 and NtCycA105 were found to be both induced at the G1/S transition and highly expressed during S and G2 phases (Fig. 4B). The gene NtCycA19 (NtCyc25) belonging to the CyCA1 group was found to be induced at mid-S phase, peaked in G2 phase and the mRNA disappeared at the end of mitosis (Fig. 4B; ref. 17). In agreement with these results, in situ hybridization in G. max also revealed that the CyCA3 group cyclin cycGm is expressed earlier than the CyCA1 group cyclin cyc3Gm (18). The expression profile of the tobacco cyclin gene NtCyc27 belonging to the CyCA2 group looked very similar to that of the CyCA1 group (17). This expression profile seems to result mainly from a transcriptional regulation, since the promoter of an Arabidopsis cyclin belonging to the CyCA2 group directed accumulation of GUS transcripts with similar kinetics (24). To better understand the mechanisms controlling plant cyclin expression, it would be necessary to study other putative levels of regulation such as control of mRNA stability, mRNA translation and protein stability. Nevertheless, if one assumes that the cyclin mRNA abundance may be taken as a rough estimate of the amount of the corresponding protein, our results indicate that CyCA1 and CyCA2 groups may act at the same step of the cell cycle, while CyCA3 group acts at a much earlier step. The expression profile of the CyCA3 group during the cell cycle appears very similar to that described for the mammalian A cyclin and consequently cyclins of this group might fulfill the dual functions in both DNA replication and G2/M transition, as described in animal cells. Surprisingly, the expression profile of CyCA1 and CyCA2 cyclins is intermediate between that of the animal A and B cyclins and the corresponding cyclins might thus play functions at S/G2 and G2/M transitions in plants. On the other hand, a more precise analysis indicated that, although belonging to the same group CyCA3, the accumulation of the transcripts of NtCycA59 and NtCycA105 were not induced exactly at the same time point during the G1/S transition (Fig. 4C). NtCyc105 mRNAs increased in parallel to histone transcripts and DNA replication whereas NtCycA59 mRNA did earlier, suggesting that these two cyclins may also fulfill different functions, NtCycA59 being possibly involved in the control of the entry in S phase and NtCyc105 in the progression through S phase.

The hypothesis attributing different functions to these A-type cyclins according to the accumulation profiles of the corresponding mRNAs was further supported by the differential responses obtained upon an arrest of S phase by treatment with inhibitors of DNA synthesis. These responses revealed that different feedback control mechanisms exist for the different cyclin genes, the steady-state level of NtCycA59 mRNAs increasing in response to the arrest whereas those of NtCycA105 and NtCycA19 remained constant. These different responses may be interpreted accordingly with the above suggested functions in that (i) enhanced expression of cyclin NtCycA59, which is assumed to play a function at the entry of S phase, would allow cells to overcome the S phase blockage; (ii) maintenance of NtCycA105 (as well as histones), which may play a role in the progression through S phase (like histones), would ensure the requirements for the completion of S phase; and (iii) prevention of the accumulation of NtCycA19, which may play a function at S/G2 and G2/M transitions, would allow the completion of S phase before initiating premature mitosis.

In our study, we have used two PCR fragments as B-type cyclin probes, which are representative of the two groups of plant cyclins B, CycB1 and CycB2 (16). One of them corresponds to the NtCyc1 cDNA already described in tobacco (25). Thus, with the other isolated cycB1 clone NtCyc29 (17), at least three different B-type cyclins exist in tobacco. In contrast to the sequential expression pattern observed for the different A-type cyclins, all three B-type cyclin mRNAs were found to accumulate exclusively during mitosis (Fig. 4B; ref. 17). Intriguingly, the transcriptional rate directed by a Arabidopsis B-type cyclin promoter increased earlier, at the S/G2 transition (24), which might indicate an involvement of posttranscriptional mechanisms in regulating B-type cyclin mRNA stability during G2 phase or a differential regulation of some cyclin genes within the CycB groups. The narrow window of expression we observe at the mRNA level clearly differs from the expression pattern of animal B-type cyclins that are synthesized in late S phase but whose association in the complex with the Cdc2 kinase is rendered inactive by phosphorylation throughout G2 phase until G2/M transition (2). This result suggests that, rather than being regulated by phosphorylation as in animal cells, the activity of some cycB/Cdc2 complexes might be directly regulated by the transcriptional timing of cycB gene expression in plants. This hypothesis requires further support from studies at the protein level, but it is in agreement with the finding that mutations introduced in the potential phosphorylation site of cdc2a do not affect plant development nor entry into mitosis (26). Alternatively, one might wonder if some of the multiple A-type cyclins in plants could not functionally play a role similar to that of the animal B-type cyclins at particular stages of the cell cycle, since the expression profile of the corresponding mRNAs in plant A-type plant cyclins (Cyc A1 and A2 groups) shows similarities to that of the animal B cyclins. Moreover, it has been well documented at the sequence level that the plant A-type cyclins carry not only some consensus motifs of the animal A cyclins but also some motifs specific to the B cyclins (Fig. 1; refs. 15, 16, and 22).

Our findings and the fact that only a few cdks have been found in a given plant species (7) suggest that plants may have
taken a different way than animals to diversify their cdk–cyclin complexes. In animals, only one A-type cyclin has been found in a given species and this cyclin has been shown to exert different functions upon association with different cdks (2) whereas in plants, different A-type cyclins might associate with a same cdk to form different cdk–cyclin complexes. Studies will be necessary at the level of the proteins and the cdk–cyclin kinase activities at different steps of the cell cycle to ascertain correspondence between mRNA and protein accumulation and to acquire a better insight into the differential functions of the multiple A-type cyclins in plants.
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